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(54) Identification card or badge

(57) A card or badge for use for identification pur-

poses comprises a code layer (5) containing a code (6

to 9) and concealed within the card so that the code is

invisible to the naked eye when viewed in visible light,

but is readable byan opto-eiecliDnic reader using inlfa-

red radiatnn. The code comprises successive digits

represented by a line of infra-red transmissive regions

(7, 6) which alternate with infra-red opaque regions (6),

the regkxis (6. 7, 6) being kscated along a line parallel

to an edge of the card. A series of infra-red transmissive

subsUiary code regkxis (9) are provided in the line cH

Inlra-red transmissive regnns (7, 8). These subsidies

code regkxis (9) are of a different tansmissivity from the

said transmissive regkxis (7, 8) whereby the overall light

levels seen as the card or badge is passed through or

past a reading device show a ripple eflecl.
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Description

This invention relates to cards or badges (or identi-

fication purposes and carrying data and in particular to

cards or badges in which the data Is carried in a con-

cealed manner and can be read from the card or badge

by a reading device.

TTiess cards have a wide range of applications, one

of which Is to operate electronically controlled locks

which are responsive to the concealed data on the card.

The data may include the identity of the card holderand

used to maintain a record ol those entering a controlled

entry location. Other uses are to provide controlled ac-

cess to a computer system for authorised users or to

time recording systems to monitor the times ol arrival

and departure ol employees at a place ol work.

In these types of security cards or badges it Is es-

sential that the data carried by the card orbadgecannot

be changed or copied to enable unauthorised use of the

card or badge.

Various methods are used to encode the data within

the card or badge, one such method being to use a lam-

inatedcard in which an inner layer carries data recorded

as a series of areas of differing opacity to infra-red radi-

ation. The data is usually recorded in binary form with

transparent regions or windows representing binary dig-

its of one value and partially transparent or opaque re-

gions or windows representing binary digitsd the other

value. The outer layers of the can) are bonded to the

inner layer and are transparent to infra-red radiation but

are opaque to radiation in the visible spectrum. Such

use of opaque and clear areas forms the subject of the

Applicants prior Patent Nos. UK 2108906 and UK
2175539.

Thus the data can only be read from the card by

means of a photocell sensitive to hfta-red radiation

passing through the card from a source of infra-red ra-

diation, but cannot be read by visual inspection of the

card.

Recently current technology has been used by

counterfeiters to read the codes and to reproduce them

on transparent film. Such counterfeiting has rendered

the absolute security of the card vulnerable.

The present invention seeks to reduce the possibil-

ity of the above counterfeiting and to provide an Im-

proved encoding of the code to make the attempts at

reproducing the code nrare difficult to provide a printed

code that can be reliably sensed in the harsh environ-

ments in whKh it is used, to be compatible with earlier

code readers and restore the security of the card.

According to the Invention, a card or badge for use

for IdentifKatksn purposes comprises a code layer con-

taining a code and concealed within the card so that the

code Is invisible tothe naked eye when viewed in visible

light, but is readable by an opto«lect(onk: reader using

Infra-red radiation, the code comprising successive dig-

its represented by a line of infra-red transmisslve re-

gions which alternate virith Infra-red opaque regions the

regnns being k)cated atong a line parallel to an edge of

the card, and a series of infra-red transmisslve subsid-

iary code regnns in the line of Infra-red transmisslve re-

gionsand of a different tansmissivity than the said trans-

s misslva regkms whereby the overall light levels seen as

the card or badge is passed through or past a reading

device show a ripple effect.

Preferably, the cods is binary and a first binary digit

is represented by a substantially fully transmisslve re-

10 gion of the Infra-red transmisslve regions.

The second binary digit may be represented by a

regkxi of signlfteantly tower infra-red transmissivity than

the substantially fully transmisslve regkms and subskJ-

iary code regions may have a transmissivity between

'5 the transmissivity of the regtons representing the first

binary digitand the regions (8) representing the second

binary digit.

The subsidiary code regkms may have a transmis-

sivity close to that of the regkms representing the first

20 binaiy digitandalso represent first binary digits whereby

the Infra-red transmission ol the first binary digits exhib-

its a 'ripple' effect The transmissivity of the subsidiary

code regkms may be at a level at which it will be read

as a first binary digit in existing reading machines not

2S equipped to read the subsMiary code of the subsUiaiy

code regions.

The code layer nnay be concealed between two lay-

ers of visually optk:ally black infra-red transparent plas-

tics material.

so An embodiment of the Inventkm will now be de-

scribed by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an exploded perspective view of a laminat-

es edcard;

Fig. 2 Is a diagram of the output current of a typical

signal from a coded card at present in use; and

Fig. Sisadiagram ofthe output current of amodified

signal imm the improved 'ripple' code according to

the invention.

The expkxled view of the card shown in Fig. 1 com-

prises a laminate having transparent outer layers 1 and

2, optically black but infra-red transparent layers 3 and
<s 4 whfch sandwteh a code layer 5 whfch is printed with

bars 6, gaps 7 and semi-obscured gaps 8 that comprise

the main code elements, and has 'ripple' stripes or re-

gkms 9 printed between certain of the bars 6.

The present coding method passes a narrow beam
so of infra-red light through an infra-red transparent card

that Is printed with a series of opaque bars. Areas be-

tween these bars are either clear or shaded to indk:ate

a binary f)' or T state. A sensor behind the card de-

tects transmitted light levels as the shadow of the code
ss passes over It and a microcomputer works out from the

received light levels the pattern of binary digits In the

card.

Nomially the code is concealed within layers of op-
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tically black, but infra-red transparent plastics that con-

ceal it from t)is naked eye. Under very bright red-rich

light the coda is visible and can be seen clearly by using

a magnifying glass.

The improved code, according to the present inven- s

lion, is to add to the card a series of almost transparent

stripes 9 in pre-defined positions across the coda so that

Ihe overall light levels seen as the card is passed

through a reading device show a 'ripple' effect along

their peaks. The amount of 'ripple' woukl be small com- 10

pared with the difference between the blnaiy "0* and *1*

levels, but big enough to be detected by a microcom-

puter. The binary "O" and "1" levels altowthe codes to

be read by okJer equipment whKh does not detect the

'ripple' effect. The 'ripple' striping givesa smalt, defined i5

reduction in IR light transmission but stili large enough

to be readily detected bymodem electronic equipment

Security of the coded card is enhanced because it is dif-

ficult to reproduce a compatible striping layer to give the

correct small level of IR reproduction, so making it hard 20

to counterfeit the 'ripple' code.

The density of the 'ripple' siriping would be such

that the naked eye wouM not notice it very easily when
viewed against a bright light source. To print the 'ripple*

patterns, a commercially available infra-red opaque ink is

that Is ainwst transparent to the naked eye is used, but 4

this is not essential to the concept as any thin layer of

ink woukJ be hard to see. The 'ripple' stripping may be

printed ontothe plastKS material, ina fixed pattern using

special ink with defined IR toss, before the main code is 30

printed by its own coding equipment, or is preferably S.

printed under computer control between defined bars

specific to each different code pattern, using special ink

with defined IR toss.

The diagram of the output current of a typical signal 3S

for an existing code Is shown in Fig. 2 in which the level

indicated by the horizontal line 10 is a "no card level*, 6.

the Ihe 11 is a binary 'O'digit levelandthe line 12shows

a binary "1' digit level.

Fig. 3 is a similar view to Fig. 2 but illustrates the «
modified 'ripple' code signal according to the invention,

the 'ripple' effect being shown at the areas marked R
of the signal.

The improvement is economical to incorporate in

existing cards or badges In that the 'ripple' pattern can 45

be printed onto the code sheet by equipment similar to

that which prints the main code elements but using an

ink with the required IR kiss characteristics. The latest

design is compatiblewith existing reading devices which

would not sense the 'ripple' coding levels. so

Claims

1. A card or badge for use for identificatkin purposes ss

comprising a code layer (5) containing a code (6 to

9) and concealed within the card so that the code

is invisible to the naked eye when viewed in visible

A2 4

light, but is readable by an opto-eleclronic reader

using mlra-red radiation, Ihe code comprising suc-

cessive digits represented by a line of infra-red

transmissive regions (7. 8) whnh alternate with In-

fra-red opaque regkms (6). the regions (6, 7, B) be-

ing kx;ated akxig a line parallel to an edge of the

card, characterised by a series of infra-red trans-

missive subsidiary cods regions (9) in the line of in-

fra-red transmissive regions (7, 8) and of a different

tansmissivity from the sakl transmissive regions (7,

B) whereby the overall light levels seen as the card

or badge is passed through or past a reading device

show a ripple effect.

AeardOf badge as claimed in claim 1 . characterised

in that the code is binary and a first binary digH is

represented bya substantially fully transmissive re-

gkm C7) Of the infra-red transmissive regtons (7, 8).

AcardOfbadge as claimed in claim2. characterised

in that the second binary digit is represented by a

regnn (8) of significantly tower Infra-red transmis-

sivity than the substantially fully transmissive re-

gtons(7).

A card or badge as claimed in claim 2. characterised

in that the transmissivity of the second binary digit

is controlled bya pattern printed ontothe coda layer

in Infra-red opaque ink.

A card or badge as claimed in claim 3 or 4. charac-

terised In that subskJiary code regions (9) have a

transmissivity between the transmissivity of the re-

gions (7) representing the first binary digit and the

regtons (8) representing the second binary digH

A card Of badge as claimed in claim 5, characterised

inlhat the subskJiary code regions (9) have a trans-

missivityOoso to that of the regions (7) representing

the first binary digit and also represent first binary

digits whereby the infra-red transmisston of the first

binary digits exhibits a 'ripple' effect

7. Acard or badge as claimed in claim 6, characterisBd

iithat the transmissivity of the substiiary code re-

gtons (9) is at a level at which it will be read as a
first binary digit in existing reading machines not

equipped to read the subsidiarycode of Ihe subskl-

iary code regions (9).

8. A card or badge as claimed in any preceding claim,

characlerisedinthat thecode layer (5) is concealed

between two layers (3, 4) of visually optically black

nfra-fed transparent plastics material.

9. A card or badge as claimed in any preceding claim,

characterised in that that the subsidiary code re-

gtons (9) comprise a printed pattern printed using
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an infra-red opaque ink that is almost transparent

to the naked eye.

10. A card or badge as claimed in any preceding claim,

characterised in that the subsMiarycoda moions (9) s

are kxrated in positions which will prwkie a code

for verifying the main code carried by the card or

badge.
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(54) Identification card or badge

(57) A card or badge tor use for identifioation pur-

poses comprises a code layer (S) containing a code (6

to 9) and concealed within the card so that the code is

invisible to the naked eye when viewed in visible light,

but is readable by an opto-electronic reader using infra-

red radiation. The code comprises successive digits

represented by a line of Infra-red transmissive regions

(7, 8) which alternate with infra-red opaque regions (6),

the regions (6, 7, 8) being located along a line parallel

to en edge of the card. A series of Infra-redtransmisshra

subsidiaiy code regions (9) are provided in the line of

infra-red transmissive regions (7, 8). These subsidiary

code regions (9) are of a different tansmissivlty from the

saidtransmissive regions (7, 8) whereby the overall light

levels seen as the card or badge is passed through or

past a reading device show a ripple effect.
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